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I    want you to imagine a lion.     

Now I want you to imagine this lion is born in a cage.

It’s not a tiny cage but a fair-sized cage, with enough room for the young lion to 
run some and play and eat and sleep and graze.

And so the lion grows up in this cage and it grows to like the cage.

It has someone to feed it and take care of it and tell it “good job” when it does 
something it’s masters like.

But it’s not all wonderful. From an early age, this lion is forced to wake up when 
others want it to wake up. If it fights back, it’s punished and soon it always does 
what it’s told.

When they tell it to eat, it eats. When they tell it to play, it plays. When they tell it 
to socialize with other lions, it socializes. 

The lion doesn’t like this but it reasons: I am too young to fend for myself. I will do 
as they say for now but when I grow more capable, I will no longer take orders. I 
will eat when I want, go where I want, do what I want. 

As the days turn to years, the lion gets stuck in the routine. The lion forgets other 
ways of living. The lion forgets the promise it made to itself. 

Nearing the end of it’s life, one day a new lion is brought into the cage.

The old lion suddenly remembers all it’s potential and the promise it made to 
itself so long ago.

Distraught, the old lion turns to the new lion and says, “You must not make the 
same mistake I did…
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When I started here, I played by their rules because I needed food and shelter. 
But I did it for so long... the wheels of habit kept turning... and so I never broke 
free. I don’t believe I’ve ever ran as fast...or roared as loud as I could. 

I started in this cage and I will die in this cage. 

Do not let them do the same to you. 

Remember you are not meant to take orders and live in someone else’s cage…

Remember YOU ARE FREE. Remember YOU ARE POWERFUL. Remember 
YOU’RE IN CONTROL.

My friend, you are capable of more than you even know.

Myself and all the leaders of Team Capital are here to support you, now and 
forever.

And please, say it with me one time right now:

SCREW the rat-race.

To your never-ending growth and success...

Dominate your path,

Jason Capital, The King of Copy™
Recognized Top 100 Entrepreneur By The White House


